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Minutes of the Planning Meeting of

Thompson Parish Council
held in

Thompson Village Hall
at 19:30 on Thursday 16 June 2011

Present: Kate Winslow (Chair), Duncan Gregory, Ian Robertson, Anthony Murphy and three
members of the public.

1. Apologies for absence: Laurie Hull and Nic Fournier

2. Declaration of interest: None

3. To consider Planning Applications:

3.1. 3PL/2011/0582/O for Plot 1 adjacent to the Thatched House, Mill Road,
Thompson.
Comment was made that the Council were considering an application for which as yet
the site notice is not in place.  This is to be drawn to Breckland Council’s attention by
telephone.

It was felt that outline planning permission on a plot next to a listed building in such a
prominent position within the village was inappropriate and that only an application
for full planning permission should be considered.

The site plan (drawing 008) seems to be very inaccurate.  The eastern boundary in
particular would appear to be very different in reality to that shown on drawing 008
and presumably this inaccuracy is likely to be reflected elsewhere on the drawing i.e.
positioning of the western boundary.  It was felt that an accurate survey of the site be
made, by a suitably qualified surveyor, to show the correct position of all boundaries
so that positioning of the proposed property can be better ascertained as well as
showing just where the current entrance to the site is and where the proposed entrance
would be.

With regard to the current access to the site disquiet was expressed at the notation on
the plan that the existing entrance to the site was to be closed.  This current entrance
is the entrance to “The Thatched House” and is either partly or entirely within the
boundary of the Thatched House and that closing it would at the very least be
inappropriate and depending on the accuracy/inaccuracy of the plans beyond the
remit of the applicant.  A properly drawn plan would establish which.

Safe access to the site is of great concern to the Council as there have been a number
of accidents at the junction of Watton Road and Mill Road.  On coming vehicles from
the west cannot be seen until they have rounded the corner onto Mill Road making
access to the property dangerous and it was felt inappropriate to allow a further
entrance on to Mill Road so close to the junction with Watton Road.

It was noted that Geodesys map A816078-1 shows the water main supplying
Pockthorpe Lane, Mill Road, Marlpit Road and Sycamore Close and presumably
much more of Thompson as running across this site and would be very close to or
even running under the proposed development. It was felt the main should be moved
to follow the path of the Watton Road and Mill Road so as not to endanger the water
supply to the rest of the village during any construction and to safe guard the
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proposed property, should it be built, against structural damage should the mains
burst.

The point was raised that the water pressure in Thompson is very low which is
witnessed by the fact that Anglian Water has, in the last year, paid compensation to
the residents of Pockthorpe Lane for low pressure. Another property in the village
will only serve to further exacerbate the problem.

It was pointed out that with regard to drainage, the Septic tank and drainage field for
the Thatched House are, in part, on the applicant’s property the deeds for the
Thatched House showing that they have access for repairs and maintenance.  It was
felt that consideration of this need to be allowed for in considering the positioning of
the proposed property. Again an accurate site map is needed.

A vote was taken and the Councillors present voted unanimously to object to the
application.

Meeting closed at 20:20

Kate Winslow
Chair 21 July 2011


